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LECTURE 3. RATIONAL NUMBERS: AN EXAMPLE OF

MATHEMATICAL CONSTRUCT

ROTHSCHILD–CAESARIA COURSE, 2011/2

1. Rational numbers: how to define them?

Rational numbers were “discovered” because not all equations were solv-
able in the set of the natural numbers, and adding negative integers did not
solve the problem completely.

The equation
qx = p, p, q ∈ Z

can be solved in x ∈ Z if and only if p is divisible by q. In particular, for
p = 1 it never has a solution (unless q = ±1). Meanwhile, solving was
required by practical purposes: we “know” that somehow we need to add
fractions to whole numbers to describe the world. But what is a fraction?
We can split an apple or divide a segment into equal parts, but how about
“dividing the indivisible”?

The solution is straightforward. What we need is to construct a larger
set containing all integer numbers Z, adding some “new numbers” which we
want to obey “the same” rules as the usual integers. This includes arithmetic
operations ±,×, /, the order properties (possibility to use meaningfully the
inequalities >,< and the derived non-strict inequalities >,6. In addition
we want only one thing: solvability of “all” equations qx = p with integer
p, q. Can we do that?

Back to the childhood. Note that unlike apples or segments, which we can
“cut into equal pieces”, the natural numbers have no intrinsic structure, they are
indivisible just like atoms. The only things that we know about them is that they
can be “counted”, i.e., each number n has a unique successor, denoted by n + 1,
which follows n in the natural row.

Knowing what is the successor, we at the same time know how ”to add one” to
any number. How to add 2? Take successor to successor. How to add an arbitrary
number m? By induction: if we know how to add m− 1, then to add m just take
the successor to the previous result.

Knowing the successor, we know the order: n is bigger than m, if n appears after
m, i.e., among the successors to m, and not vice versa.

This is, staying on one leg, the idea behind the Peano axiomatic theory of natural
numbers.
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Problem 1. In this axiomatic system, the rule n+m = m+n is not an axiom, but a
theorem! Indeed, the left hand side is the mth consecutive successor to the number
n, and the right hand side is the nth successor to m. Such “obvious” theorems
still need formal demonstration. . . In most cases such demonstrations can be easily
done by induction. Start with the identity n + 1 = 1 + n, prove it by induction in
n, and then prove the general case by induction in m. Of course, usually you don’t
need to go that close to the axiom, yet the possibility of theoretically doing that is
the cornerstone of our confidence in the foundations of mathematics.

Negative integers as solutions to the equation x + n = m. This equation
means the following: how many times we need to count (compute successors) start-
ing from n to reach m. This equation has a solution if m > n but no solution (at
least, no natural solution) when m 6 n.

To make the equation solvable, we can proceed by two different ways. One is to
introduce the operation “precursor”, inverse for the successor whenever possible,
and then add infinitely many numbers

• 0=precursor(1),
• 1̄=precursor(0),
• 2̄=precursor(1̄) etc.

Here the notation n̄ stands for the new “imaginary” numbers which are differ-
ent from all what we had before. Then you need to develop the rules of arith-
metics on these numbers, using the established rules for N and the new rule
precursor(successor(x))=successor(precursor(x)) for any number, natural or imag-
inary.

Alternatively, we can add “new numbers” simply as “solutions to the non-
solvable equations”. Let us formally introduce1 the symbols Dn,m for the solutions
of the equations x + n = m, n,m ∈ N. What we know is that when m > n, these
symbols are well-defined numbers:

Dn,m = m− n if m,n ∈ N, m > n.

Do we know anything else about these numbers? Well, we know that some of them
are equal to each other. For instance, Dn,n = Dm,m for any two n,m ∈ N. Why?
Assume that m > n, so that the number p = m−n is well-defined, p ∈ N. Consider
the equation x + n = n (definition of Dn,n) and add the same p to both sides.
We conclude that the same x which solves this equation, solves also the equation
x+m = m, thus proving that Dn,n = Dm,m. Denote (surprise!) this “new” number
by the new symbol 0, absent in the natural row N. By construction, 0 + n = n for
any natural n ∈ N.

Reasoning the same way, we see that for any p ∈ N we have Dn+p,m+p = Dn,m

and, more generally, that

Dp,q = Dm,n if and only if n + q = m + p. (1)

This allows us to identify different “numbers” Dn,m between themselves.
How one can define the addition/subtraction for these numbers? Again, by

considering the equations. Let x = Dn,m and y = Dp,q be two “new numbers”,

1Was it difficult to guess that Dn,m stands for the difference m − n in this specified
order?
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solving the respective equations

x + n = m, y + p = q, n,m, p, q ∈ N.

Adding these equations together, we see that x + y formally solves the equation
(x + y) + (n + p) = m + q, that is, can be written as Dn+p,m+q, which gives us the
addition rule

Dn,m + Dp,q = Dn+p,m+q. (2)

One can (and should indeed) verify that this operation of addition on the new
symbols is commutative and associative in the same way as the usual addition of
natural numbers is.

What about solvability of equations in the new number set? Well, by definition
all equations with “old” (natural) coefficients are solvable. But what if we consider
equations with the “new” coefficients? Can one solve the equation x+Dn,m = Dp,q?
It turns out that we can solve all such equations! Indeed, we can always replace
Dp,q by “the same” new number Dp+N,q+N with a very large number N . Yet if N
is large enough, we will have both inequalities

p + N > n, q + N > m.

Then the difference Dp+N−n,q+N−m is well-defined (both indices are natural!) and
clearly satisfies the required equation by the (2).

To conclude our reasoning, we summarize the achievements. Starting from the
natural number N, we introduced formal bi-index symbols Dn,m, n,m ∈ N, with
the following properties:

(1) They can be added between themselves by application of the rule (2);
(2) They are equal if and only if the identities (1) are satisfied;
(3) The “old” natural numbers correspond to a proper subset of these symbols

(those Dn,m with m > n correspond to m− n ∈ N);
(4) Any equation x + Dn,m = Dp,q is always solvable by a suitable symbol;
(5) There is the operation − on these symbols, defined by the rule Dn,m −

Dp,q = Dn,m + Dq,p; this operation is inverse to the addition, meaning
that (x + y)− y = (x− y) + y = x for any symbol x.

From now one we could operate with these symbols exactly as we operated with
the natural numbers, however, it would lead to a too heavy notation and lots of
redundancy because of the non-uniqueness of such notation. Instead we can denote

0 = D1,1 = D2,2 = . . . , 1̄ = D2,1 = D3,2 = . . . , 2̄ = D3,1 = D4,2 = . . . ,

etc., and have a unique representation. Any number would be either n ∈ N, 0 or
m̄, m ∈ N, with the obvious rules of summation across the groups,

m + n̄ =


m− n if m > n,

0 if m = n,

n−m if m < n,

n̄ + m̄ = n + m.

Note finally that any number n̄ is the root of equation x+ n = 0 and hence can be

formally written as 0 − n (note that the subtraction is already understood in the

“new” sense and hence is completely legal!) This leads to the familiar notation if

we drop the zeros from all additive formulas.
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2. Rational numbers as roots of equations

In the same way as before, we can try to introduce non-integer numbers
via the equations they satisfy. One can start with the general linear equa-
tions of the form ax+b = c with a, b, c ∈ N, but since the task of building the
negative integers is already completed and the subtraction is well defined,
we can restrict the specter by the equations of the form

qx = p, q, p ∈ Z. (3)

As before, we denote by the symbol Rpq the “new” number denoting the
root of the equation (3).

Clearly, if p is divisible by q, we can identify the corresponding symbol Rpq

with the integer number p/q ∈ Z. Apriori, we do not exclude the symbols
Rp0 from consideration: we will have to do that on a later stage, when trying
to define the arithmetic operations with the symbols Rpq.

One obvious exception at this moment is R00: the corresponding
equation clearly has non-unique solution even over Z.

For any p, q ∈ Z, the symbols Rpq and Rsp,sq should be declared equal
for s ∈ Z (and of course, s 6= 0). In particular, we have 0 = R0q for all
q 6= 0. Conversely, we still can consider the element • = R10 = Rp0 for any
p 6= 0. The standard argument similar to (2) shows that the multiplication
rule should be defined as follows,

Rnm ·Rpq = Rpn,mq, n,m, p, q ∈ Z, (4)

and in order to avoid equations of the sort 0 = 0, we have to assume that
pn 6= 0 and mq 6= 0 simultaneously. In particular, • · • = •, but 0 · • is
undefined.

The inverse operation of division is defined using the same trick: the
linear equation is always explicitly solvable,

Rnm · x = Rpq ⇐⇒ x = Rpm,qn, n,m, p, q ∈ Z,

with the constraint that the ratios R01 : R01 = 0 : 0 and R10 : R10 = • : •
are both undefined.

Finally, we can define the addition/subtraction of the new numbers x =
Rmn and y = Rpq by transforming their defining equations as follows:

mx = n, qy = p ⇐⇒ qmx = qn, qmy = pm (5)

qm(x± y) = qn± pm =⇒ x± y = Rqn±pm,nq (6)

This, of course, corresponds to the usual rule of addition/subtraction of
fractions, with the newly found number • = R10 behaving somewhat wildly:

∀a = Rpq 6= • =, • ± a = Rq0 = •, • ± • undefined.

In other words, introducing the new number • will make the new numbers
inconsistent with the structure of the “old” operations + and −: they may
cease to be defined!
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At this moment we need to make a critical choice: to keep the bullet • or
to drop it from the “new number system”.

In fact, both options are possible, but the choice determines the watershed
between Algebra and Geometry (Analysis).

(Projective) Geometry. Allowing • means (eventually) adding the ‘infi-
nite point” to the real line. After this addition the line becomes more like
a circle: if you move along the real line in the positive direction, then you
reach the point • after passing by all positive numbers, but if you continue
beyond •, you suddenly find yourself deep into the negative part (think of
the behavior of the function 1/x as x moves from 1 to zero and then con-
tinues to the negative side). The corresponding object, denoted by QP 1, is
called the projective (rational) line, and is important for algebraic geometry.

If instead of the real numbers you add • to the complex plane (of the
numbers of the form x + iy, x, y ∈ R), then the result will be like a sphere
(the Riemann sphere), called the complex projective line and denoted by
CP 1.

The idea of adding “ideal elements at infinity” is enormously rich: in
particular, in geometry it allows to add a precise meaning to the statement
that “two parallel lines intersect at infinity”. Moreover, it allows to greatly
unify many statements, excluding from them the “degenerate” particular
cases. Geometry without parallels is in many respects more natural!

Algebra: the traditionalist approach. The other way is to explicitly
exclude • and stick to the statement that the equation of the form 0x = 1
has no solution under any circumstances. The immediate plus is that for
the corresponding numbers, denoted by Q and identified with the symbols
Rpq with q 6= 0, the addition/substraction always make sense, whereas the
multiplication can be inverted only for nonzero elements.

In this world there is no “actual infinity”, thus a substitute for it has to
be constructed on a different way.

3. Exercises

Example 1. Prove that in any number system there can be only one zero.

Here by “any number system” we mean a set of elements with the asso-
ciative operation + always defined and always invertible, meaning that any
equation of the form a + x = b is always solvable. Zero, denoted by 0, is
any element whose addition (subtraction) does not change anything, and it
exists in any number system as the solution of the equation a + x = a.

Mathematics refers to such number system as a commutative group (in the
additive notation). Do you know what a group is? What is commutativity?
Solution. Assume that there are two such elements, 0′ and 0′′. Then

0′ = 0′ + 0′′ = 0′′.
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Example 2. Prove that in any number system the product 0 · a is always
zero.

Here by “any number system” we mean a set with two operations, +
and ·, related by the usual rules, with the addition being always invertible.
Mathematics call such number system as a commutative ring with unit.

Solution. By definition, 0 = 0 + 0. Thus for any numbers a in our system
(ring),

0 = a · 0− a · 0 = a · (0 + 0)− a · 0 = a · 0 + (a · 0− a · 0) = a · 0.
Thus the equation 0x = b has no solution in any ring. We can (and will)

live with that.

Finally, the meaning of Q. Now we can give the definition.

Definition 1. The rational numbers Q is the set of all symbols Rpq with
p, q ∈ Z, q 6= 0, with the symbols Rpq and Rsp,sq considered equal (“equiv-
alent”). The set Z is identified with a subset of Q by the formula p = Rp1,
in particular, 0 = R01 = R0q, q 6= 0.

The arithmetic operations ±,×, / on rational numbers are defined using
the rules (4)–(5). Addition is always invertible, while the division is allowed
only by nonzero rational numbers.

In the future we will revert to the traditional notation and replace the
symbol Rab by the “fractional notation”, Rab = a/b = a

b = a : b (all three
notations are equally legal).

4. Irrational numbers

All linear equations of the form ax + b = 0 with a 6= 0, a, b ∈ Q, are
solvable in the rational numbers. However, algebraic equations of a higher
degree can be without rational solutions. Consider two following examples:

x2 − 2 = 0, (7)

x2 + 1 = 0. (8)

In both cases we can proceed in a similar way, adding formally the “miss-
ing elements” and then learning how to operate with them.

Adjoining the square root of 2. Denote “the root of the equation x2 = 2”
by �. Formally this means that we add a new element � /∈ Q to the set of
rational numbers and see what other elements will have to be added then,
if we want the “enlarged” (extended) set to form again the field (i.e., the
set closed by addition/subtraction, multiplication and division by a nonzero
number).

Obviously, all numbers of the form r + s ·�, r, s ∈ Q, have to be added.
Moreover, no two such representations can be the same number. Indeed, the
only number representing 0 must necessarily be of the form 0 + 0 ·�, since
the element � is not in Q and cannot be a ratio of two numbers −s/r ∈ Q.
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The identity �2 = 2, resulting from the “definition” of �, means that no
higher powers of � are required:

�2 = 2, �3 = 2�, �4 = 4, . . . ,�2n = 2n, �2n+1 = 2n ·�, . . .
Thus the minimal ring containing both Q and �, denoted usually by Q[�],
coincides with the set of combinations Q + Q · � (how do you understand
this notation?)

This ring in fact is a field, i.e., any nonzero element r + s · �, has an
(unique) inverse. To see this, look at the identity

(r + s ·�) · (r − s ·�) = r2 − s2 ·�2 = r2 − 2s2.

The right hand side is zero only if r = 0 and s = 0, since the equation (7)
has no rational solutions. Besides, this is a genuine (“original”) rational
number, by which we can divide both sides of the equality:

1

r + s ·�
=

r

r2 − 2s2
− s

r2 − 2s2
·� = r′ + s′ ·�.

Thus any nonzero combination is invertible, and we proved that Q[�] is in
fact a field. In this case a more traditional notation is Q(�) or, avoiding the
esoteric symbol, Q(

√
2).

Remark 1 (First encounter with the Galois group). An attentive reader
may note that the construction of the extended field Q(

√
2) is slightly am-

bivalent. Informally this comes from the fact that the equation x2 = 2 “has
two solutions”. Whatever of them we “denote” by �, its negative −� is also
a solution which could be used to build the extension in exactly the same
way.

Thus there are two “different” ways to adjoin the root of the equation (7)
(which is not surprising, after all: we have only the equation in our disposal,
and all its roots should enjoy the equal rights). To formalize this observation,

we say, following Évariste Galois, that there is a map S : Q(�) → Q(�),
which sends each element into its “conjugate”,

r + s ·� S7−→ r − s ·�.
This map is:

• a “mirror reflection” S ◦ S = id, i.e., S(S(z)) = z for all z ∈ Q(�),
• respects both field operations, S(zw) = S(z) · S(w), S(z ± w) =
S(z)± S(w) for any two elements z, w ∈ Q(�),
• preserves the “old” (original) rational numbers, S(r) = r for any
r ∈ Q.

All such maps obviously form a group, which is called the Galois group of
the extension Q(�) (over Q, to be precise).

Adjoining roots of more complicated equations to the field Q results in
different fields with different Galois groups. It turns out that the “combina-
torial” (algebraic) structure of the Galois group allows to decide, whether
the initial equation is solvable in the radicals or not.

http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%90%D7%95%D7%95%D7%A8%D7%99%D7%A1%D7%98_%D7%92%D7%9C%D7%95%D7%90%D7%94
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Complexification of rational numbers. In a completely similar way we
may “add” a number ♥ as a root of the equation (8). Adjoining ♥ to Q
immediately leads us to consideration of the numbers of the form r + s♥
with r, s ∈ Q. Addition and subtraction of such numbers follows the obvious
rules. The multiplication is also possible because of the identities

♥2 = −1, ♥3 = −♥, ,♥4 = 1, . . .

(the sequence is periodic with period 4).
The conjugate r − s · ♥ satisfies the identity

(r + s♥)(r − s♥) = r2 − (−s2) = r2 + s2 ∈ Q, nonzero if r 6= 0, s 6= 0.

Thus all nonzero elements are invertible,

1

r + s♥
=

r

r2 + s2
− s

r2 + s2
♥,

and Q(♥) is indeed a field, more traditionally denoted as Q(
√
−1). As in the

case of Q(
√

2), the field is defined uniquely modulo the “mirror symmetry’
which sends each number into its conjugate.

On the level of abstract algebraic manipulations, the two fields are very
similar, although one feels that the numbers from Q(

√
2) are “real”, whereas

the numbers from Q(
√
−1) are “unreal”. The explanation of the difference

comes from consideration of the order, see the next lecture.

Remark 2. Adjoining � =
√

2 or even ♥ =
√
−1 does not imply auto-

matically that other quadratic equations will be solvable. For instance, the
equation x2 = 3 has no solutions in Q(

√
2), and the equation x2 = 2 is not

solvable in Q(
√
−1), though the equation x2 = −4 is.

One can adjoin roots of all quadratic equations simultaneously and con-
sider numbers of the form a + b

√
c with a, b, c ∈ Q. This representation is

already non-unique (in the same way as different fractions can be reducible
to the same rational number), yet clearly numbers of such form constitute
a field (prove that!).

Yet the equation x2 = p+q
√
r with p, q, r ∈ Q may well be non-solvable in

the numbers of the form a+b
√
c with a, b, c ∈ Q (can you give an example?),

thus the process of constructing a field closed by the root extraction is not
a simple task.

Problem 2. Prove that x2 = 3 is not solvable in Q(
√

2).

Hint: assume that x = r + s
√

2 is a solution. Then 3 = x2 = (r2 + 2s2) +
2rs
√

2. Prove that this is impossible for any rational r, s.
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